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1. Introduction
A labeling of a graph G,  : V (G) ! f1; 2; : : : ; rg, is said to be
r-distinguishing if no automorphism of G preserves all of the vertex
labels. We de ne the distinguishing number of a graph G by
D(G) = minfr j G has a labeling that is r-distinguishingg:
Let be an abstract group. We will say that the graph G realizes if
Aut(G) 
= . We de ne the distinguishing set of a group by
D( ) = fD(G)j G realizes g
See [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 10] for related results.
The purpose of this note is to introduce the conjecture below.
2. A conjecture on tournaments
Mike Saks asked:
Question 2.1. [11]. If
has no element of order k is D( ) bounded?
In particular if has no element of order 2 is D( ) = f2g?
Since a group of even order must have an involution, the second
question above is really about odd order groups. All groups of odd
order are solvable [7], hence it might seem reasonable to look at solvable
groups. However, S3 is solvable, and D(S3 ) = f2; 3g.
One special class of graphs that all have odd order automorphism
groups are tournaments. The following conjecture surfaced several
years ago.
Conjecture 2.2.

If T is a tournament, then D(T ) = 2.

Tournaments well represent the groups of odd order, since Babai
and Imrich [3, 8] have shown that every odd order group (with two
exceptions) has a tournament T which realizes the group as its autmorphism group. The tournaments described in their paper are all
easily 2-distinguishable. Here is a simple argument that provides an
upper bound on the distinguishing number of tournaments.
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Let T be a tournament on n vertices. Then T can be
1 + d( log2 n )e-distinguished.
Theorem 2.3.
d ( )e

Since the automorphism group of T has odd order, T contains
no vertex orbits of size 2 (or any even size). Therefore, if 2 vertices u; v
are both labeled i and no other vertices are labeled i, then both u and
v must be xed. We describe a (1 + ( log2(n) ))-distinguishing labeling of
T.
First we observe that in the subtournament induced by a vertex orbit
O of T , indegree must equal outdegree. Choose a vertex vO from each
vertex orbit of T and label it 1. We will label at most two vertices in
each original vertex orbit of T with 1, therefore each vO must be xed.
Let AO be the vertices in O which go in to vO and BO be the vertices in
O which come from vO . Then any automorphism  that preserves the
labeling of T must satisfy (AO ) = AO and (BO ) = BO . When one
vertex in an orbit of a tournament is xed, therefore, the rest of the
vertices in the orbit fall into 2 or more smaller orbits, each less than
or equal to half the size of the original. We proceed inductively on the
new, smaller orbits of T by choosing a vertex from each new orbit and
labeling it so that it must be xed. By the rst paragraph, we can use
each label twice. One extra color is needed for the remaining vertices.
Proof.

It would suÆce to prove the conjecture for vertex transitive tournaments (that is, tournaments with exactly one vertex orbit). Such
tournaments have indegree equal to outdegree for every vertex. Our
nal remark concerns a special case of vertex transitive tournaments.
Let S be a subset of f1; 2; 3; : : : ; n 1g such for any 1  k  n 1,
k 2 S if and only if n k 62 S . We say that T is a cyclic tournament
[9] on n vertices with edge set given by S if the vertices of T are
f0; 1; 2; : : : ; n 1g and the edges of T are given by i goes to j if j i 2 S .
For example, if n = 7 and S = f1; 2; 4g, the out-neighbors of 0 are 1; 2; 4
and the in-neighbors of 0 are 3; 5; 6. If 0 is labeled 1 while 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6
are labeled 2, then the tournament still has an automorphism that
sends 1 ! 2 ! 4 ! 1 and 6 ! 3 ! 5 ! 1. This tournament can be
2-distinguished by labeling 0; 1 both 1 and the rest 2; or by labeling
0; 1; 2 all 1 and the rest 2.
If T is a cyclic tournament on n = 2t + 1 vertices,
then T can be 2-distinguished by labeling 0; 1; 2; : : : ; t 1 with 1 and
t; t + 1; : : : ; 2k with 2.

Conjecture 2.4.
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